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Abstract
We study here the ring QSn of Quasi-symmetric functions in the variables x1; x2;y; xn:
Bergeron and Reutenauer (personal communication) formulated a number of conjectures
about this ring; in particular, they conjectured that it is free over the ring Ln of symmetric
functions in x1; x2;y; xn: We present here an algorithm that recursively constructs a Ln-
module basis for QSn thereby proving one of the Bergeron–Reutenauer conjectures. This
result also implies that the quotient of QSn by the ideal generated by the elementary
symmetric functions has dimension n!: Surprisingly, to show the validity of our algorithm we
were led to a truly remarkable connection between QSn and the harmonics of Sn:
r 2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
0. Introduction
Quasi-symmetric functions arose in the theory of P-partitions and were ﬁrst
introduced by Gessel (see [9, p. 401]). The space QSn of quasi-symmetric functions
in the alphabet Xn ¼ fx1; x2;y; xng may be deﬁned as the linear span of the
polynomials
m½p1;p2;y;pk ½Xn ¼
X
1pi1oi2o?oikpn
x
p1
i1
x
p2
i2
?xpkik
ðfor kpn and p1; p2;y; pkX1Þ: ð0:1Þ
It is customary to call a vector p ¼ ðp1; p2;y; pkÞ with positive integer components
a ‘‘composition’’, the integer k is called the ‘‘length’’ of p and is denoted ‘‘lðpÞ’’.
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We also set
jpj ¼ p1 þ p2 þ?þ pk
and call jpj the ‘‘size’’ of p: The collection of all compositions is denoted ‘‘C’’. It will
also be convenient to denote by ‘‘C¼k’’ and ‘‘Cpk’’ the subcollections of C consisting
of compositions of lengths ¼ k and pk; respectively.
For pAC; we denote by lðpÞ the partition obtained by rearranging in decreasing
order the parts of p: This given it is easy to see that the polynomial
Ml½Xn ¼
X
lðpÞ¼l
mp½Xn ð0:2Þ
is none other that the ordinary ‘‘monomial’’ symmetric function. For this reason the
polynomials deﬁned by (0.1) are called ‘‘quasi-monomials’’. It may be shown [9] that
the product of any two quasi-monomials is a linear combination of quasi-monomials
and thus QSn is also a ring. It follows from (0.2) that the ring Ln of symmetric
functions in x1; x2;y; xn is contained in QSn: F. Bergeron and C. Reutenauer [4]
conjectured that QSn is a free module over Ln: They also conjectured that the
quotient
QSn=In; ð0:3Þ
where In is the ideal generated in QSn by the homogeneous symmetric functions of
positive degree and has dimension n!: We give here an algorithmic proof of both
conjectures. To give a precise statement of our results we need to make some
preliminary remarks.
Since every symmetric function is a polynomial in the elementary symmetric
functions
e1½Xn; e2½Xn;y; en½Xn
we may write
In ¼ ðe1½Xn; e2½Xn;y; en½XnÞQSn : ð0:4Þ
It follows from this that if fZ1½Xn; Z2½Xn;y; ZN ½XngDQSn is any basis of QSn=In
then any quasi-symmetric function PAQSn has an expansion of the form
P ¼
XN
i¼1
Zi½XnAiðe1½Xn; e2½Xn;y; en½XnÞ ð0:5Þ
with the Ai’s polynomials in their arguments. The Bergeron–Reutenauer conjecture
asserts that these expansions are unique. In fact uniqueness for the expansions in
(0.5) for a single collection fZ1½Xn; Z2½Xn;y; ZN ½Xng yields the Cohen–Macaulay-
ness of QSn as well as the asserted n! dimension for the quotient QSn=In:
Our approach is to derive the existence of such bases for QSn from the analogous
result for the ordinary polynomial ring Q½Xn: To make this precise we need to recall
some basic facts. To begin let us say that an integral vector p ¼ ðp1; p2;y; pkÞ (with
piX0) is ‘‘n-subtriangular’’ if
p1pn  1; p2pn  2;y; pkpn  k:
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Here and after we will denote by SUBn the collection of all n-subtriangular vectors
of length n: A monomial xp ¼ xp11 xp22 ?xpkk whose exponent vector ðp1; p2;y; pkÞ is
‘‘n-subtriangular’’ will be called ‘‘n-subtriangular’’ as well. Now it is well known and
proved by Artin [2] that the collection of n-subtriangular monomials ABn ¼
fxegeASUBn is a basis for the quotient ring
Rn ¼ Q½Xn=In:
Since we shall make extensive use of this result in the sequel it will be convenient to
brieﬂy call the elements of ABn ‘‘Artin monomials’’.
We will study here alternate bases for the quotient ring Rn which are of the form
fmp½XngpASn1
[
fxegeAZn ð0:6Þ
with Sn1 and Zn appropriately chosen subcollections of Cpn1 and SUBn;
respectively. To be precise we can obtain such bases by applying the Gauss
elimination process modulo In to the collection
fmp½Xngp A Cpn1 ð0:7Þ
followed by the Artin monomials
fxege A SUBn :
This done we let Sn1 be simply the set of compositions indexing the elements of
(0.7) that survive the process and likewise we let Zn be the set of exponents of the
Artin monomials that remain at the end of the process. It immediately follows from
the fact that (0.7) is a basis for Rn that the collection
fmp½Xn eq11 ½Xneq22 ½Xn?eqnn ½XngpASn1
qiX0
[
fxe eq11 ½Xneq22 ½Xn?eqnn ½Xn geAZn
qiX0
:
ð0:8Þ
is a basis for Q½Xn:
With this notation in place our main result can be stated as follows.
Theorem A. For nX2; whenever Sn1 and Zn are obtained by means of the algorithm
described above the resulting subcollection of (0.8) given by
fmp½Xn eq11 ½Xneq22 ½Xn?eqnn ½XngpASn1
qiX0
[
fxe eq11 ½Xneq22 ½Xn?eqnþ1n ½XngeAZn
qiX0
ð0:9Þ
is basis for QSn: In particular, this implies that QSn is a free module over the ring Ln
of symmetric functions.
Note that since (0.9) is contained in (0.8), its independence is immediate. Thus to
show that (0.9) is a basis for QSn we need only show that it spans QSn: This will be
obtained by a counting argument based on some truly remarkable identities. To
appreciate their signiﬁcance we need some preliminary remarks. To begin it is easily
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shown (see Section 1) that the Hilbert series of QSn is given by the rational function
FQSnðqÞ ¼ 1þ
q
1 q þ
q2
ð1 qÞ2 þ?þ
qn
ð1 qÞn:
Now we can show that it may also be written in the form
FQSnðqÞ ¼
PnðqÞ
ð1 qÞð1 q2Þ?ð1 qnÞ ð0:10Þ
with PnðqÞ being a polynomial with positive integer coefﬁcients. This discovery, due
to Bergeron and Reutenauer, already by itself should suggest to the wise the Cohen–
Macaulayness of QSn : But we can proceed a bit further and derive from (0.10) that
we must have
PnðqÞ
ð1 qÞð1 q2Þ?ð1 qnÞ ¼
Pn1ðqÞ
ð1 qÞð1 q2Þ?ð1 qn1Þ þ
qn
ð1 qÞn: ð0:11Þ
Let ‘‘½nq!’’ denote the customary q-analogue of n!; that is
½nq! ¼ ð1þ qÞð1þ q þ q2Þ?ð1þ q þ q2 þ?þ qn1Þ:
Putting everything to a common denominator we can rewrite (0.11) in the form
FQSnðqÞ ¼
Pn1ðqÞ þ qnð½nq! Pn1ðqÞÞ
ð1 qÞð1 q2Þ?ð1 qnÞ : ð0:12Þ
In particular from (0.10) we derive that the polynomial PnðqÞ must satisfy the
recursion
PnðqÞ ¼ Pn1ðqÞ þ qnð½nq! Pn1ðqÞÞ: ð0:13Þ
This given, the following two beautiful identities are the culminating point of our
efforts.
Theorem 0.1. If fmp½XngpASn1 are the quasi-monomials that survive the Gauss
elimination process applied to the collection fmp½XngpACpn1 ; thenX
pASn1
qjpj ¼ Pn1ðqÞ: ð0:14Þ
Equivalently, if fxe geAZn are the Artin monomials that survive the Gauss elimination
process described above thenX
eAZn
qjpj ¼ ½nq! Pn1ðqÞ: ð0:15Þ
In view of (0.12) the assertion that the collection in (0.9) is a basis for QSn is an
immediate consequence of (0.14) and (0.15). Now it develops that these identities
follow from a remarkable property of the Harmonics of Sn: To state it we need some
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deﬁnitions. To begin let siðnÞ denote the cycle ði; i þ 1;y; nÞ and set
tn ¼
Xn
i¼1
siðnÞ; t0n ¼
Xn
i¼1
ð1Þni siðnÞ: ð0:16Þ
It is well known that the space Hn of Harmonics of Sn is the linear span of the
derivatives of the Vandermonde determinant D½Xn ¼ detjjxnji jjni;j¼1: In symbols
Hn ¼L½@pxD½Xn:
Now it is easily seen that t0n preserves harmonicity. Taking all this into account the
identities in (0.14) and (0.15) are consequences of the following basic fact
Theorem 0.2. The kernel of t0n as a map of Hn1 into Hn has dimension ðn  2Þ!:
The connection between harmonics and quasi-symmetric functions stems from the
following surprising result.
Theorem 0.3. A polynomial h½Xn1AHn1 is in the kernel of t0n if and only if it is of the
form
h½Xn1 ¼ Qð@x1 ; @x2 ;y; @xn1ÞÞD½Xn1
with
Qðx1; x2;y; xn1ÞAQS½Xn1:
We shall see that Theorem 0.3 implies Theorem 0.2. Indeed it follows from
Theorem 0.3 that the Hilbert series of the kernel of t0n on Hn1 is given by the
polynomial
Pn2ð1=qÞ q
n1
2
 
:
We have essentially two different proofs of our freeness result, a leisurely one
which derives the identities in (0.14) and (0.15) from Theorem 0.3) and a more
economical one which derives that the collection in (0.9) is a basis directly by proving
the dimension result of Theorem 0.2.
This paper is divided into six sections. In the ﬁrst section we prove some useful
properties of the ring of quasi-symmetric functions, and for sake of completeness
review some basic facts about Hilbert series and expansions in the polynomial ring
Q½Xn we shall also give there a combinatorial proof of the positivity of PnðqÞ: In the
second section we give a precise description of our algorithm and establish some
criteria that imply its validity. In the third section we develop the connection between
quasi-symmetric functions and harmonics and show that Theorem 0.3 implies
Theorem 0.1. In the fourth section we give a proof of Theorem 0.3 and explore some
further consequences of our arguments. In the ﬁfth section we show from general
principles that our algorithmic approach is not only sufﬁcient but also necessary and
obtain our second proof of the freeness of QSn: The sixth and last section con-
tains a number of remarks and identities which are by-products of our efforts
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and which we regard to be interesting in themselves and conducive to further
investigations.
1. Hilbert series and properties of QSn
If V is a graded vector space, we have the direct sum decomposition
V ¼HoðVÞ"H1ðVÞ"?"HkðVÞ"?
where HdðVÞ denotes the subspace of V spanned by the homogeneous elements of
degree d: We recall that the ‘‘Hilbert series’’ of V; denoted here by ‘‘FVðqÞ’’, is the
generating functions of dimensions
FVðqÞ ¼
X
dX0
dimðHdðVÞÞqd : ð1:1Þ
Now we have the following basic criterion.
Proposition 1.1. Let fZgZAB be a collection of homogeneous elements of V; then
(a) if fZgZAB is a basis we necessarily haveX
ZAB
qdegreeðZÞ ¼ FVðqÞ: ð1:2Þ
(b) Conversely if (1.2) holds true then the following three properties are equivalent:
(i) fZgZAB is a basis of V;
(ii) fZgZAB spans V;
(iii) fZgZAB is an independent set.
Proof. Equating coefﬁcients of qd in (1.2) yields
#fZAB : degreeðZÞ ¼ dg ¼ dimðHdðVÞÞ ð1:3Þ
and this is clearly necessary for fZgZAB to be a basis. This proves (a). On the other
hand, if (1.2) is true then (1.3) holds for all d and to show that the subcollection
fZgZAB;degreeðZÞ¼d is a basis ofHdðVÞ we need only show that it spansHdðVÞ or that
it is an independent set. This proves (b). &
The space of quasi-symmetric functions QSn is graded by the customary degree of
a polynomial and its Hilbert series is given by the rational function
FQSnðqÞ ¼ 1þ
q
1 q þ
q2
ð1 qÞ2 þ?þ
qn
ð1 qÞn: ð1:4Þ
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In fact, if we denote by QS¼k½Xn the linear span of the quasi-monomials
fmp½XngpAC¼k ; we easily see that we have
FQS¼k ½XnðqÞ ¼
X
pAC
lðpÞ¼k
qjpj ¼
X
p1X1
X
p2X1
?
X
pkX1
qp1þp2þ?þpk ¼ q
k
ð1 qÞk
; ð1:5Þ
and then (1.4) follows from the direct sum decomposition
QSn ¼ QS¼0½Xn"QS¼1½Xn"QS¼2½Xn"?"QS¼n½Xn: ð1:6Þ
Setting as we did in the introduction for each nX1
PnðqÞ ¼ ð1 qÞð1 q2Þ?ð1 qnÞ FQSnðqÞ ð1:7Þ
we have seen (in (0.13)) that these polynomials satisfy the recursion
PnðqÞ ¼ Pn1ðqÞ þ qnð½nq! Pn1ðqÞÞ: ð1:8Þ
Starting from the initial conditions
P0ðqÞ ¼ P1ðqÞ ¼ 1 ð1:9Þ
we obtain the following three terms of the sequence fPnðqÞgnX1:
P2ðqÞ ¼ 1þ q3;
P3ðqÞ ¼ 1þ q3 þ 2q4 þ 2q5;
P4ðqÞ ¼ 1þ q3 þ 2q4 þ 5q5 þ 5q6 þ 5q7 þ 3q8 þ q9 þ q10:
Note that setting q ¼ 1 in (1.8) we derive that
Pnð1Þ ¼ n! ð1:10Þ
thus PnðqÞ may be viewed as another q-analogue of n!: This given, it should be of
interest to see a combinatorial interpretation of its positivity. There is in fact, a
combinatorial interpretation of the positivity of the difference ½nq! Pn1ðqÞ: It will
be good to give it here since it leads in a natural way to the recursive construction
of our bases. To begin, let Art½Xn denote the sum of all Artin monomials in
x1; x2;y; xn: That is
Art½Xn ¼
Yn1
i¼1
ð1þ xi þ x2i þ?þ xnii Þ ¼
X
eASUBn
xe: ð1:11Þ
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With this notation, we let fP½XngnX1 be the sequence of polynomials deﬁned by
setting
ð1Þ P½X1 ¼ 1;
ð2Þ P½Xn ¼ P½Xn1 þ x1x2?xnðArt½Xn P½Xn1Þ: ð1:12Þ
We can now easily see that we must have
Proposition 1.2.
(a) Each P½Xn is a sum of n! distinct ðn þ 1Þ-subtriangular monomials.
(b) The compositions appearing as exponents of monomials in P½Xn have length pn:
(c) In particular the polynomial PnðqÞ has positive integer coefficients.
Proof. Since multiplication by x1x2?xn sends an n-subtriangular monomial into an
ðn þ 1Þ-subtriangular monomial, then if we recursively assume (a) and (b) to be true
for n  1; it immediately follows from (1.12)(2) that (a) and (b) will also be true for n:
To prove (c) note that if we set all the variables equal to q in P½Xn we obtain the
sequence of polynomials fPnðqÞgnX1 satisfying the recursion in (1.8) with the initial
condition in (1.9). This shows that PnðqÞ q-counts the monomials in P½Xn by degree,
and completes the proof. &
To simplify our language, a set An of homogeneous polynomials with the
property that the collection
Bn ¼ fb½Xneq11 ½Xneq22 ½Xn?eqnn ½XngbAAn
qiX0
ð1:13Þ
is a basis for the polynomial ring Q½Xn; will be simply called a ‘‘Ln-basis for Q½Xn’’.
Likewise, a set of quasi-monomials fmp½XngpASn (with SnDCpn) such that
Bn ¼ fmp½Xneq11 ½Xneq22 ½Xn?eqnn ½XngpASn
qiX0
ð1:14Þ
is a basis for QSn will be brieﬂy called a ‘‘Ln-basis of QSn’’.
It will be good to keep in mind the following basic criteria
Proposition 1.3. (a) A set An of homogeneous polynomials is a Ln-basis for Q½Xn if
and only if
(i) the collection Bn in (1.13) spans Q½Xn and
(ii)
P
bAAn q
degreeðbÞ ¼ ½nq!:
likewise
(b) a set of quasi-monomials fmp½XngpASn is a Ln-basis for QSn if and only if
(i) The collection Bn in (1.12) spans QSn and
(ii)
P
pASn q
jpj ¼ PnðqÞ:
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Proof. In the ﬁrst case we haveX
PABn
qdegreeðPÞ ¼ ½nq!ð1 qÞð1 q2Þ?ð1 qnÞ ¼
1
ð1 qÞn ¼ FQ½XnðqÞ
and in the second case from (1.7) we getX
PABn
qdegreeðPÞ ¼ PnðqÞð1 qÞð1 q2Þ?ð1 qnÞ ¼ FQSnðqÞ
Thus in both cases the result follows from Proposition 1.2. &
As we mentioned in the introduction the following result is well known.
Theorem 1.1. The set of monomials fxegeASUBn is a basis for the quotient
Rn ¼ Q½Xn=ðe1½Xn; e2½Xn;y; en½XnÞ:
in particular it follows that fxegeASUBn is a Ln-basis for Q½Xn:
A proof of the ﬁrst assertion may be found in [2]. For our purposes we need only
recall how to expand, modulo ðe1; e2;yenÞ; every polynomial in x1; x2;y; xn as a
linear combination of n-subtriangular monomials. To this end note that by equating
the coefﬁcients of the tniþ1 in the identity
ð1 xiþ1tÞ?ð1 xntÞ  1ð1 x1tÞ?ð1 xi tÞ
¼
X
rX0
hrðx1;yxiÞtrðmod ðe1; e2;y; enÞÞ
we derive that
hniþ1½x1; x2;y; xi  0 mod ðe1; e2;y; enÞ for all 1pipn: ð1:15Þ
In fact, these polynomials are the Gro¨bner basis of the ideal
ðe1½Xn; e2½Xn;y; en½XnÞ; under the dlex monomial ordering. In particular from
(1.15) it follows that for 1pipn we have
xniþ1i  
Xniþ1
r¼1
xniþ1ri hrðx1; x2;y; xi1Þ ðmod ðe1; e2;yenÞÞ: ð1:16Þ
We can clearly see how this identity may be used to recursively reduce the exponent
of xi to a value pn  i at the expense of increasing the exponents of x1; x2;y; xi1:
This algorithm will eventually transfer all the extra powers on x1 where it will
necessarily terminate because for i ¼ 1; (1.16) reduces to
xn1 ¼ hnðx1Þ  0 ðmod ðe1; e2;yenÞÞ:
Of course this proves the second assertion since it implies that the collection
Bn ¼ fxe11 xe22?xen1n1ep11 ½Xnep22 ½Xn?epnn ½Xn : 0peipn  i & piX0g
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spans the polynomial ring Q½Xn and then an application of Proposition 1.3 yields
uniqueness.
To formalize an argument that will be used several times in the sequel we need to
introduce some notation. To begin, it will be convenient to denote by QSpk½Xn the
subspace of QS½Xn spanned by quasi-monomials indexed by compositions of length
pk: In symbols
QSpk½Xn ¼L½mp½Xn : lðpÞpk:
Likewise we set
QS¼k½Xn ¼L½mp½Xn : lðpÞ ¼ k:
We shall make frequent use of the following basic property of quasi-symmetric
functions:
Proposition 1.4. For Pðx1; x2;y; xnÞAQSn we have
Pðx1; x2;y; xn1; 0Þ ¼ 0 ð1:17Þ
if and only if
PAQS¼n½Xn ¼ en½XnQ½Xn: ð1:18Þ
In particular P must be of the form
P ¼ A½Xn en½Xn ð1:19Þ
with A½XnAQ½Xn:
Proof. We have already observed that when lðpÞ ¼ n we have
mp½Xn ¼ xp11 xp22 ?xpnn :
Thus (1.18) implies (1.17). To show the converse note that if P is of degree d the
expansion of P in terms of quasi-monomials may be written in the form
Pðx1; x2;y; xnÞ ¼ Pð0Þ þ
Xn
k¼1
X
lðpÞ¼k
jpjpd
cp mpðx1; x2;y; xnÞ:
This gives
Pðx1; x2;y; xn1; 0Þ ¼ Pð0Þ þ
Xn1
k¼1
X
lðpÞ¼k
jpjpd
cp mpðx1; x2;y; xn1; 0Þ:
Since, the quasi-monomials fmp½Xn1glðpÞpn1 are independent, the condition in
(1.17) forces the vanishing of all the coefﬁcients in this expansion. In other words
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(1.17) forces P to be of the form
Pðx1; x2;y; xnÞ ¼
X
lðpÞ¼n
jpjpd
cp mpðx1; x2;y; xnÞ;
but this is (1.18).
The step of replacing Xn1 by Xn is best viewed as the action of a linear operator
En : QS½Xn1-QS½Xn;
which we call ‘‘extension’’ and is deﬁned by setting for every composition p of length
pn  1
En mp½Xn1 ¼ mp½Xn:
The operator En has a number of properties that are worth recording. &
Proposition 1.5.
(i) En has a left inverse which simply consists of setting xn ¼ 0: In symbols
En P½Xn1jxn-0 ¼ P½Xn1 ð8PAQS½Xn1Þ:
(ii) For any two compositions p; q we have
En ðmp½Xn1mq½Xn1Þ  ðEn mp½Xn1ÞðEn mq½Xn1ÞAQS¼n½Xn: ð1:20Þ
(iii) The operator ‘‘Enen1’’ which simply consists of multiplication by en1½Xn1
followed by En is well defined as a map of
Q½Xn1=ðe1; e2;y; en1ÞQ½Xn1 into Q½Xn=ðe1; e2;y; enÞQ½Xn:
(iv) For every composition pACpn1 we have
Enen1½Xn1mp½Xn1  0 ðmod ðe1; e2;y; enÞÞ:
Proof. Note that for p ¼ ðp1; p2;y; pkÞ we have the addition formula
mp½Xn ¼ mp½Xn1 þ mðp1;y;pk1Þ½Xn1 xpkn : ð1:21Þ
Thus
mp½Xnjxn-0 ¼ mp½Xn1 þ mðp1;y;pk1Þ½Xn1 xpkn jxn-0 ¼ mp½Xn1:
This proves (i). Note next that if
mp½Xn1mq½Xn1 ¼
X
r
crp;q mr½Xn1
then by deﬁnition
En ðmp½Xn1mq½Xn1Þ ¼
X
r
crp;q mr½Xn
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and consequently (by (i)):
En ðmp½Xn1mq½Xn1Þjxn-0 ¼
X
r
crp;q mr½Xn1 ¼ mp½Xn1mq½Xn1: ð1:22Þ
Likewise
ðEn mp½Xn1ÞðEn mq½Xn1Þjxn-0 ¼ mp½Xnmq½Xnjxn-0 ¼ mp½Xn1mq½Xn1:
Subtracting this from (1.22) and using Proposition 1.4 gives (1.20).
To show (iii) let P½Xn1AQ½Xn1 and suppose that for Ai½Xn1AQ½Xn1 we have
P½Xn1 ¼
Xn1
i¼1
Ai½Xn1ei½Xn1:
Then
en1½Xn1P½Xn1 ¼
Xn1
i¼1
en1½Xn1Ai½Xn1ei½Xn1:
Since en1½Xn1Ai½Xn1AQSn1; we derive from (1.20) that for some A½XnAQ½Xn
we have
Enðen1½Xn1P½Xn1Þ ¼
Xn1
i¼1
Enðen1½Xn1Ai½Xn1Þei½Xn þ A½Xnen½Xn:
This proves
Enðen1½Xn1P½Xn1ÞAðe1½Xn; e2½Xn;y; en½XnÞ:
Finally note that from (ii) it follows that
Enen1mp½Xn1 ¼ en1½Xnmp½Xn þ A½Xn en½Xn
for some A½XnAQ½Xn: This proves (iv) and completes the proof. &
2. The algorithm
The validity of our algorithm stems from a sequence of propositions that are of
independent interest. The following two basic properties play a crucial role in our
developments.
They may be deﬁned as follows:
Property Gn. In the quotient ring Q½Xn=ðe1; e2;y; enÞQ½Xn; the subspace spanned by
the quasi-monomials indexed by compositions of length pn  1 has Hilbert series
Pn1ðqÞ:
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Property Kn. For n42 the kernel of Enen1 as a map of
Q½Xn1=ðe1; e2;y; en1ÞQ½Xn1 into Q½Xn=ðe1; e2;y; enÞQ½Xn
is the projection of QSn1 into Q½Xn1=ðe1; e2;y; en1ÞQ½Xn1:
Our ultimate goal may be stated as
Property Bn. The space QSn has a Ln-basis fmp½XngpASn for a suitable collection
SnDCpn withX
pASn
qjpj ¼ PnðqÞ: ð2:1Þ
These properties interlace in a remarkable way to yield Theorem A.
Theorem 2.1.
Gn ) Bn: ð2:2Þ
Proof. Let Sn1DCpn1 be such that fmp½XngpASn1 is a basis for the linear span
L½mp½Xn : pACpn1
in the quotient ring Q½Xn=ðe1; e2;y; enÞQ½Xn: Note that under Gn we must haveX
pASn1
qjpj ¼ Pn1ðqÞ: ð2:3Þ
Now select ZnDSUBn so that the collection
fmp½XngpASn1,fxegeAZn ð2:4Þ
is a basis for the quotient Q½Xn=ðe1; e2;yenÞQ½Xn: We may ﬁnd such a collection by
the Gauss elimination process, modulo ðe1; e2;yenÞQ½Xn; applied to
fmp½XngpASn1 followed by fxegeASUBn :
Then fxegeAZn simply consists of the monomials xe that survive the process. Since the
Hilbert series of Q½Xn=ðe1; e2;yenÞQ½Xn is ½nq!; from (2.3) we derive that we must
have X
eAZn
qjej ¼ ½nq! Pn1ðqÞ: ð2:5Þ
It also follows that the collection
Bn ¼fmp½Xn eq11 ½Xneq22 ½Xn?eqnn ½XngpASn1
qiX0

[
fxe eq11 ½Xneq22 ½Xn?eqnn ½XngeAZn
qiX0
ð2:6Þ
is a basis for Q½Xn:
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We claim that the collection
QBn ¼fmp½Xn eq11 ½Xneq22 ½Xn?eqnn ½XngpASn1
qiX0

[
fxe eq11 ½Xneq22 ½Xn?eqnþ1n ½XngeAZn
qiX0
ð2:7Þ
is a basis for QSn: We ﬁrst observe that the containment QBnDBn implies that QBn
is independent. Thus to show that it is a basis, by case (b) (iii) of Proposition 1.1, we
need only verify that it has the correct distribution of degrees. To this end note that
(2.7) gives
X
bAQBn
qjpj ¼
P
pASn1 q
jpj þ qn PeAZn qjej 
ð1 qÞð1 q2Þ?ð1 qnÞ ;
by ð2:3Þ and ð2:5Þ ¼Pn1ðqÞ þ q
nð½nq! Pn1ðqÞÞ
ð1 qÞð1 q2Þ?ð1 qnÞ ;
by 1:7 and ð1:8Þ ¼FQSnðqÞ:
We have thus proved Property Bn with
Sn ¼Sn1,feþ 1ngeAZn ; ð2:8Þ
where for e ¼ ðe1; e2;y; enÞ for convenience we set
eþ 1n ¼ ðe1 þ 1; e2 þ 1;y; en þ 1Þ: & ð2:9Þ
Theorem 2.2.
Gn1 þ Kn ) Gn: ð2:10Þ
Proof. Let fmp½Xn1gpASn2 and fxegeAZn1 be obtained as in the proof of Theorem
2.1 with n replaced by n  1: By construction we have the following properties:
(a)
P
pASn2 q
jpj ¼ Pn2ðqÞ;
(b)
P
eAZn1 q
jej ¼ ½n  1q! Pn2ðqÞ;
(c) fmp½Xn1gpASn2,fxegeAZn1 is a Ln1-basis for Q½Xn1;
(d) fmp½Xn1gpASn2,fen1½Xn1xegeAZn1 is a Ln1-basis for QSn1;
(e) fmp½Xn1gpASn2,fxegeAZn1 is a basis for Q½Xn1=ðe1:e2;y; en1ÞQ½Xn1:
This given, we claim that
(i) fmp½Xn1gpASn2 is a basis for the kernel of Enen1 on Q½Xn1=
ðe1;y; en1ÞQ½Xn1:
(ii) fmp½XngpASn2,fmeþ1n1 ½XngeAZn1 is a basis for the subspace of
Q½Xn=ðe1;y; enÞQ½Xn: spanned by the quasi-monomials indexed by composi-
tions of length pn  1:
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Using (d), we obtain that for any quasi-symmetric polynomial Q½Xn1AQSn1 we
have the expansion
Q½Xn1 ¼
X
pASn2
cpðe1; e2;y; en1Þmp½Xn1
þ
X
eAZn1
deðe1; e2;y; en1Þ en1½Xn1xe
with cpðy1; y2;y; yn1Þ and deðy1; y2;y; yn1Þ being polynomials in their arguments.
This gives
Q½Xn1 
X
pASn2
cpð0; 0;y; 0Þmp½Xn1 ðmod ðe1; e2;y; en1ÞÞ:
This proves that fmp½Xn1gpASn2 spans QSn1 modulo ðe1; e2;y; en1ÞQ½Xn1: Since
(c) gives that fmp½Xn1gpASn2 is independent, claim (i) then follows from
property Kn:
To show claim (ii) we need to prove that the collection
An ¼ fmp½XngpASn2,fmeþ1n1 ½XngeAZn1
is independent and spans the desired space. To prove independence, suppose, if
possible, that for some constants cp and de we have (for some Ai½XnAQ½Xn)X
pASn2
cpmp½Xn þ
X
eAZn1
demeþ1n1 ½Xn ¼
Xn
i¼1
Ai½Xn ei½Xn: ð2:11Þ
Setting xn ¼ 0 we then get that (for some Bi½Xn1AQ½Xn1)X
pASn2
cpmp½Xn1 þ en1½Xn1
X
eAZn1
de x
e ¼
Xn1
i¼1
Bi½Xn1 ei½Xn1:
Now this implies thatX
pASn2
cp mp½Xn1  0 ðmod ðe1; e2;y; en1ÞÞ: ð2:12Þ
But, as we have seen, property (e) in particular asserts that fmp½Xn1gpASn2 is an
independent set. Thus (2.12) forces the vanishing of all the constants cp: This given,
(2.11) now reduces toX
eAZn1
de meþ1n1 ½Xn  0 ðmod ðe1; e2;y; enÞQ½XnÞ: ð2:13Þ
However, using the relation
Enen1 xe ¼ meþ1n1 ½Xn
we may rewrite (2.13) as
Enen1
X
eAZn1
dex
e
 !
 0 ðmod ðe1; e2;y; enÞQ½XnÞ:
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Thus from (i) we deduce that for some constants ap we must haveX
eAZn1
dex
e 
X
pASn2
apmp½Xn1 ðmod ðe1; e2;y; en1ÞQ½Xn1Þ:
But this is inconsistent with our construction of the collection Zn1 unless all the
coefﬁcients de do vanish. To complete our proof of claim (ii) choose any composition
qACpn1 and note (from property (d)) that we must have the expansion
mq½Xn1 ¼
X
pASn2
cpðe1;y; en1Þ½Xn1mp½Xn1
þ
X
eAZn1
deðe1;y; en1Þ½Xn1en1½Xn1 xe;
where cpðy1;y; yn1Þ and deðy1;y; yn1Þ are suitable polynomials in their
arguments. Applying En to both sides of this identity (and using (ii) of Proposition
1.5) we get
mq½Xn ¼
X
pASn2
cpðe1;y; enÞ½Xnmp½Xn
þ
X
eAZn1
deðe1;y; en1Þ½Xnmeþ1n1 ½Xn þ A½Xn en½Xn:
Thus
mq½Xn 
X
pASn2
cpð0;y; 0Þmp½Xn
þ
X
eAZn1
deð0;y; 0Þmeþ1n1 ½Xn ðmod ðe1; e2;y; enÞQ½XnÞ:
This yields the desired spanning property of the basis An:
Finally note that from (a) and (b) we derive thatX
bAAn
qjbj ¼ Pn2 þ qn1ð½n  1q! Pn2Þ ¼ Pn1ðqÞ:
This proves Gn and completes the proof of the theorem. &
Remark 2.1. Note that the above argument shows that (under Kn) if we start with a
subset Sn2DCpn2 such that the collection
An2 ¼ fmp½Xn1gpASn2
is a basis for the linear span
L½mp½Xn1 : pACpn2g in Q½Xn1=ðe1;y; en1Þ
and Zn1ASUBn1 is obtained by the Gauss elimination process as indicated in the
proof of Theorem 2.1, then a basis for the linear span
L½mp½Xn : pACpn1g in Q½Xn1=ðe1;y; enÞ
is given by the collection
An ¼ fmp½XngpASn1
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with
Sn1 ¼ Sn2,feþ 1n1geAZn1 :
3. Quasi-symmetric functions and harmonics of Sn
Note that by combining Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 we derive the following diagram of
implications:
ð3:1Þ
It is apparent from this diagram that, after having veriﬁed G2; and proved Kn for all
nX3 we will have established the validity of our algorithm for proving the Cohen–
Macaulayness of all the rings of quasi-symmetric functions. In this section we prove
that property Kn is equivalent to the statement of Theorem 0.3.
But before we can proceed with our arguments we need a few additional facts
about the Harmonics of Sn: To begin, recall that we let D½Xn denote the
Vandermonde determinant in x1; x2;y; xn: That is
D½xn ¼ detjjxnji jjni;j¼1:
Now it is well known that we have
PAðe1; e2;y; enÞQ½Xn 3 P½@nD½Xn ¼ 0; ð3:2Þ
where for a polynomial P½XnAQ½Xn we set
P½@n ¼ Pð@x1 ; @x2 ;y; @xnÞ:
This shows the well-known fact that the orthogonal complement of the ideal
ðe1; e2;y; enÞQ½Xn is given by the linear span of derivatives of D½Xn: This space is
denoted here by ‘‘Hn’’ and its elements are usually called ‘‘Harmonics of Sn’’. In
symbols
Hn ¼L½Pð@ÞD½Xn : PAQ½Xn: ð3:3Þ
Another consequence of (3.2) is that the Artin monomials yield us a basis for the
Harmonics. To be precise a basis for Hn is given by the collection
f@ex D½XngeASUBn : ð3:4Þ
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The bridge between Kn and Theorem 0.3 is provided by the following purely
combinatorial fact.
Proposition 3.1. For P½Xn1AQS¼n1½Xn1 we have
EnP½Xn1 ¼ tnP½Xn1: ð3:5Þ
where tn is as defined in (0.16).
Proof. It is sufﬁcient to prove (3.5) for monomials. So let
P½Xn1 ¼ xp11 xp22 ?xpn1n1
with piX1 for all i ¼ 1; 2;y; n  1: Then
EnP½Xn1 ¼
X
1pi1oi2o?oin1pn
x
p1
i1
x
p2
i2
?xpn1in1
¼
Xn
i¼1
siðnÞxp11 xp22 ?xpn1n1 ¼ tnP½Xn1: &
The connection between quasi-symmetric functions and harmonics stems from the
following basic result:
Proposition 3.2. For any P½Xn1AQ½Xn1 we have
Enen1½Xn1P½Xn1  0 ðmod ðe1; e2;y; enÞQ½XnÞ ð3:6Þ
if and only if
t0nPð@x1 ; @x2 ;y; @xn1ÞD½Xn1 ¼ 0: ð3:7Þ
Proof. From (3.2) and (3.5) we derive that (3.6) is equivalent to
ðtnen1PÞð@nÞD½Xn ¼ 0: ð3:8Þ
Since
siðnÞD½Xn ¼ ð1ÞniD½Xn
we may rewrite (3.8) in the form
t0nðPð@x1 ; @x2 ;y; @xn1Þ@x1@x2?@xn1D½XnÞ ¼ 0: ð3:9Þ
Now it is easily veriﬁed that we have
@x1@x2?@xn1D½Xn ¼ n! D½Xn1:
Using this identity in (3.9) proves the equivalence of (3.6) and (3.7). &
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The crucial step in our developments is provided by the following immediate
corollary of Proposition 3.2.
Theorem 3.1. Theorem (0.3) and Kn are equivalent. Moreover on the validity of
Theorem (0.3) and Gn1 the kernel of t0n as map of
Hn1 into Hn
has Hilbert series
q
n1
2
 
Pn2ð1=qÞ: ð3:10Þ
Equivalently, the kernel of Enen1 as map of
Q½Xn1=ðe1; e2;y; en1ÞQ½Xn1 into Q½Xn=ðe1; e2;y; enÞQ½Xn
has Hilbert series
Pn2ðqÞ: ð3:11Þ
Proof. Proposition 3.2 asserts that a polynomial P½Xn1 is in the kernel of Enen1 if
and only if the harmonic polynomial
Pð@x1 ; @x2 ;y; @xn1ÞD½Xn1 ð3:12Þ
is in the kernel of t0n: Now Theorem 0.3 implies that this holds true if and only if we
have
Pð@x1 ; @x2 ;y; @xn1ÞD½Xn1 ¼ Qð@x1 ; @x2 ;y; @xn1ÞD½Xn1 ð3:13Þ
for some quasi-symmetric polynomial Q½Xn1AQSn1: But (3.2) gives that this
holds true if and only if
P½Xn1  Q ½Xn1mod ðe1; e2;y; en1ÞQ½Xn1: ð3:14Þ
Conversely, the equivalence of (3.7) and (3.6) yields that if the harmonic polynomial
in (3.12) is in the kernel of t0n then P½Xn1 itself must be in the kernel of Enen1: But
then from Kn we derive that (3.14) must hold true for some Q½Xn1AQSn1: The
equivalence of (3.14) and (3.13) then yields that Theorem 0.3 holds true for t0n: Note
further that we have seen in the proof of Theorem 2.2 that under Gn1 and Kn a basis
for the kernel of Enen1 is given by the collection fmp½Xn1gpASn2 : It follows then
from the equivalence of (3.6) and (3.7) that under Gn1 a basis for the kernel of t0n is
given by the collection
fmpð@x1 ; @x2 ;y; @xn1ÞD½Xn1gpASn2 : ð3:15Þ
Thus we see that the assertions in (3.10) and (3.11) regarding the Hilbert series of t0n
and Enen1 are immediate consequences of property (a) in the proof of Theorem 2.2.
To complete the ﬁrst proof of the validity of our algorithm we must verify that we
can start the inductive process and establish Theorem 0.3. The latter will be carried
out in the next section. To illustrate our algorithm we end this section by showing the
validity of G2;G3 and G4: To this end recall that Gn asserts that, modulo the
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ideal ðe1; e2;y; enÞQ½Xn; the linear span
L½mp½Xn1 : pACpn1 ð3:16Þ
has Hilbert series Pn1ðqÞ: Now recall that we have
P1ðqÞ ¼ 1; P2ðqÞ ¼ 1þ q3; P3ðqÞ ¼ 1þ q3 þ 2q4 þ 2q5:
This given we have the following ﬁndings:
G2: For n ¼ 2 the linear span in (3.16), modulo the ideal ðe1; e2ÞQ½X2; reduces to Q:
Thus it is of dimension 1 ¼ ð2 1Þ!: Since P1ðqÞ ¼ 1 we see that G2 is trivially
true. Now for n ¼ 2 the Artin basis reduces to f1; x1g and the basic relations are
x2 ¼ e1  x1;
x21 ¼ x1e1  e2:
Thus from the construction given in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we obtain that
our L2-bases for Q½X2 and QS2 are, respectively,
f1; x1g and f1; e2½X2x1g:
Note that here the Gauss elimination step eliminates ‘‘1’’ out of f1; x1g: Thus
our L2-basis for QS2 may be rewritten as
f1; m2;1½X2g: ð3:17Þ
G3: For n ¼ 3 the Artin basis is
f1; x1; x2; x1x2; x21; x21x2g ð3:18Þ
and the basic relations are
x3 ¼ e1  x1  x2;
x22 ¼ x2x1  x21  e2 þ e1x1 þ e1x2;
x31 ¼ e1x21  e2x1 þ e3: ð3:19Þ
Applying the operator E3 to the collection in (3.17) gives
f1; m2;1½X3g: ð3:20Þ
Now it is easily veriﬁed that this collection spans the linear span in (3.16) for
n ¼ 3: Indeed, m1½X3 m11½X3; m2½X3 and m2;1½X3 þ m2;1½X3 are symmetric,
and all quasi-monomials indexed by 2-part compositions of degree greater than
3 vanish modulo ðe1; e2; e3ÞQ½X3: Clearly, the collection in (3.20) is independent
modulo ðe1; e2; e3ÞQ½X3 and since P2ðqÞ ¼ 1þ q3 we see that G3 is satisﬁed. Next,
from the expansion
m2;1½X3 ¼ x21x2 þ x21x3 þ x22x3
and the relations in (3.19) we derive that
m2;1½X3  x21x2 ðmod ðe1; e2; e3ÞQ½X3Þ:
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This given, if we apply Gauss elimination modulo ðe1; e2; e3ÞQ½X3 to (3.20)
followed by (3.18), we ﬁnd that the elements that survive are
x1; x2; x1; x2; x
2
2:
Thus in this case we have
Z3 ¼ f½1; 0; 0; ½0; 1; 0; ½1; 1; 0; ½0; 2; 0g;
and we derive that a L3-basis for Q½X3 is given by the collection
f1; m2;1½X3g,fx2; x1; x1x2; x22g:
This implies that the collection
f1; m2;1½X3g,fm2;1;1½X3; m1;2;1½X3; m2;2;1½X3; m1;3;1½X3g: ð3:21Þ
is a L3 basis for QS3: We may now set
S3 ¼ f½; ½2; 1; ½2; 1; 1; ½1; 2; 1; ½2; 2; 1; ½1; 3; 1g: ð3:22Þ
G4: To diminish our work for n ¼ 4 and to illustrate another aspect of our
algorithm we shall take the shortcut of proving B4 directly in this case, G4 then
will follow automatically. To this end note that for the Gauss elimination
process to deliver Ln-bases for Q½Xn and QSn it is sufﬁcient to show that
we can construct a collection fmp½XngpASn1 ; which is independent modulo
ðe1; e2;y; enÞQ½Xn; with Sn1DCpn1 satisfying the requirementX
pASn1
qjpj ¼ Pn1ðqÞ:
Indeed then the collection of Artin monomials fxegeAZn that survive will necessarily
have degree distribution given by ½nq! Pn1ðqÞ; and that is all that is needed for Bn:
Now if we follow the process used in the proof of Theorem 2.2 our choice for Sn1
when n ¼ 4 should be the collection in (3.22). We are thus reduced to showing that
the collection
A4 ¼ f1; m2;1½X4g,fm2;1;1½X4; m1;2;1½X4; m2;2;1½X4; m1;3;1½X4g ð3:23Þ
is independent modulo ðe1; e2; e3; e4ÞQ½X4: Clearly, we need only check the
independence of the subcollection
fm2;1;1½X4; m1;2;1½X4; m2;2;1½X4; m1;3;1½X4g: ð3:24Þ
Now, denoting by ‘‘’’ equivalence modulo ðe1; e2; e3; e4ÞQ½X4; from (1.16) we obtain
x41  0;
x32  x1x22  x21x2  x31;
x23  x1x2  x1x3  x2x3  x21  x22;
x4  x1  x2  x3:
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This gives
m2;1;1½X3  x31x2;
m1;2;1½X3  x31x2 þ x21x2x3 þ x1x22x3;
m2;2;1½X3  x21x22x3;
m1;3;1½X3  x31x22  x21x22x3;
and the independence of (3.24) is assured. SinceX
pAS3
qjpj ¼ 1þ q3 þ 2q4 þ 2q5 ¼ P3ðqÞ
our observations yield that B4 holds true and in particular the collectionA4 in (3.23)
must necessarily be a basis for the linear span in (3.16) for n ¼ 4: &
4. The action of s0n on the harmonics of Sn1
The goal of this section is to determine the kernel of t0n on Hn1: Before we can
state and prove our results we need to establish a few properties of t0n as well as some
further facts about harmonics.
We begin with a simple but important observation.
Proposition 4.1. For any polynomial P½Xn2AQ½Xn2 and any exponent aX0 we have
t0n x
a
n1P½Xn2 ¼ xan t0n1P½Xn2 þ xan1P½Xn2 ð4:1Þ
in particular, for a ¼ 0 we have
t0n ¼ 1 t0n1 on Q½Xn2
Proof. The result follows from the simple fact that for 1pipn  1 the cycles siðnÞ
and siðn  1Þ have the same action on polynomials in x1; x2;y; xn2: This given,
from the deﬁnition in (0.16) we derive that
t0n x
a
n1P½Xn2 ¼
Xn1
i¼1
ð1Þni xan siðnÞP½Xn2 þ xan1P½Xn2
¼  xan
Xn1
i¼1
ð1Þn1i siðn  1ÞP½Xn2 þ xan1P½Xn2:
This proves (4.1). &
The following identities will play a crucial role in many of our arguments.
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Proposition 4.2. For any polynomial P½Xn2AQ½Xn2
ðaÞ t0n t0n1 P½Xn2 ¼ 0;
ðbÞ t02n P½Xn2 ¼ t0n P½Xn2: ð4:2Þ
Proof. It is easily veriﬁed that t02t
0
11 ¼ 0; thus to prove (4.2) (a) we can proceed by
induction and assume that for P½Xn3AQ½Xn3 we have
t0n1t
0
n2P½Xn3 ¼ 0: ð4:3Þ
Clearly, we need only verify (4.2) (a) when P½Xn2 is a monomial. Now let m½Xn2 ¼
xan2mo½Xn3 where mo½Xn3 is a monomial in x1; x2;yxn3: Then from (4.1)
(for n  1) we derive that
t0n1x
a
n2mo½Xn3 ¼ xan1t0n2mo½Xn3 þ xan2mo½Xn3:
Thus
t0nt
0
n1x
a
n2mo½Xn3 ¼ t0n xan1t0n2mo½Xn3 þ t0nxan2mo½Xn3
by ð4:1Þ ¼ ðxant0n1t0n2mo½Xn3 þ xan1t0n2mo½Xn3Þ þ t0nxan2mo½Xn3
by ð4:3Þ ¼ xan1t0n2mo½Xn3  t0n1xan2mo½Xn3 þ xan2mo½Xn3
by ð4:1Þ ¼  xan1t0n2mo½Xn3 þ xan1t0n2mo½Xn3  xan2mo½Xn3
þ xan2mo½Xn3
This completes the induction and the proof of (4.2) (a). To prove (4.2) (b) we note
that, again by (4.1) (with a ¼ 0) we get for all monomials mo½Xn2AQ½Xn2;
t0nt
0
nmo½Xn2 ¼ t0nðt0n1mo½Xn2 þ mo½Xn2Þ
¼  t0nt0n1mo½Xn2 þ t0nmo½Xn2;
by ð4:2 ðaÞÞ ¼ t0nmo½Xn2: &
Remark 4.1. We should note that (4.2) (a) implies in particular that for all nX3 the
Vandermonde D½Xn1 is in the kernel of t0n: To see this note that since the cycles
siðnÞ may be taken as representatives of the left cosets of Sn1 in Sn we may write
D½Xn1 in the form
D½Xn1 ¼ t0n1t0n2?t01xn21 xn32 ?xn2:
To see what other harmonics are in the kernel of t0n we need further identities.
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Proposition 4.3. Denoting by DðrÞ½Xn1 the cofactor of xrn in the matrix jjxnji jjni;j¼1
we have
ðiÞ D½Xn ¼
Xn1
r¼0
ðxnÞr DðrÞ½Xn1
ðiiÞ DðrÞ½Xn1 ¼ enr1½Xn1D½Xn1
ðiiiÞ
Xn1
i¼1
@xiD
ðrÞ½Xn1 ¼ ðr þ 1ÞDðrþ1Þ½Xn1 ð4:4Þ
Proof. The identity in (i) is Laplace expansion across the last row. Note further that
we may write
D½Xn ¼ ðx1  xnÞðx2  xnÞ?ðxn1  xnÞ D½Xn1
¼
Xn1
r¼0
ðxnÞrenr1½Xn1 D½Xn1;
and comparing with (i) yields (ii). To prove (iii) we note that (ii) gives
Xn1
i¼1
@xiD
ðrÞ½Xn1 ¼
Xn1
i¼1
@xi enr1½Xn1
 !
D½Xn1
þ enr1½Xn1
Xn1
i¼1
@xiD½Xn1
 !
and (iii) is derived from the following two identities that are easily proved:
Xn1
i¼1
@xiD½Xn1 ¼ 0 and
Xn1
i¼1
@xi enr1½Xn1 ¼ ðr þ 1Þenr2½Xn1: &
These identities yield us an important corollary.
Theorem 4.1. For a polynomial P½Xn1AQ½Xn1 we have
P½@n1D½Xn ¼ 0 3 P½@n1Dð0Þ½Xn1 ¼ 0: ð4:5Þ
In particular it follows that the ideal of polynomials that kill Dð0Þ½Xn1 is generated by
the modified power sums
Xn1
i¼1
xki þ 
Xn1
i¼1
xi
 !k
ðfor k ¼ 2; 3;y; nÞ: ð4:6Þ
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Thus
Xn1
i¼1
@kxiD
ðrÞ½Xn1 ¼ ð1Þk1ðr þ 1Þmk1DðrþkÞ½Xn1 ð4:7Þ
with ðr þ 1Þmk1 ¼ ðr þ 1Þðr þ 2Þ?ðr þ kÞ:
Proof. Hitting the expansion in (4.4)(i) with P½@n1 gives
P½@n1D½Xn ¼
Xn1
r¼0
ðxnÞr P½@n1DðrÞ½Xn1; ð4:8Þ
and setting xn ¼ 0 proves ‘‘)’’. To prove the converse note that from (4.4)(iii) we get
Xn1
i¼1
@xi
 !k
DðrÞ½Xn1 ¼ ðr þ 1Þmk1DðrþkÞ½Xn1; ð4:9Þ
thus
Xn1
i¼1
@xi
 !k
P½@n1Dð0Þ½Xn1 ¼ k!P½@n1DðkÞ½Xn1:
Now we see that
P½@n1Dð0Þ½Xn1 ¼ 0 ) P½@n1DðkÞ½Xn1 ¼ 0 ðfor all kÞ ð4:10Þ
and P½@n1D½Xn ¼ 0 then follows from (4.8).
It is well known that the ideal of polynomials that kill D½Xn is also generated by
the power sumsXn
i¼1
xki ðfor k ¼ 1; 2;y; nÞ:
Thus it follows that the modiﬁed power sums given in (4.6) must also kill D½Xn:
Conversely, assume that P½xn1 kills D½Xn: We must then have
P½xn1 ¼
Xn
k¼1
Ak
Xn
i¼1
xki
 !
: ð4:11Þ
Since the left-hand side is independent of xn we may make the replacement xn-Pn1
i¼1 xi on the right-hand side and obtain
P½xn1 ¼
Xn
k¼2
Ak
Xn1
i¼1
xki þ 
Xn1
i¼1
xi
 !k0@
1
A:
This proves that the modiﬁed power sums generate the ideal of polynomials that kill
Dð0Þ½Xn1: Now we also see from (4.10) that the modiﬁed power sums kill all of the
polynomials DðrÞ½Xn1: This given, (4.7) immediately follows from (4.9). &
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Remark 4.2. Note that since for k þ r4n  1 the alternant Pn1i¼1 @kxiDðrÞ½Xn1 has
degree less than n1
2
 
; it must necessarily vanish. We derive from this that the
alternant DðrÞ½Xn1 is killed by the collection of polynomials
Xn1
i¼1
xki þ 
Xn1
i¼1
xi
 !k8<
:
9=
;
n1r
k¼2
[ Xn1
i¼1
xki
( )n
k¼nr
[ Xn1
i¼1
xi
 !nr( )
:
In fact it is shown in [1] that this collection generates the ideal of polynomials that
kill DðrÞ½Xn1:
Remark 4.3. Note that since every symmetric function in Q½Xn1 is a polynomial in
the power sums
Pn1
i¼1 x
k
i it follows from (4.7) that if Q½Xn1 is symmetric and
homogeneous of degree k then, for a suitable constant CQ;r we must have
Q½@n1DðrÞ½Xn1 ¼ CQ;rDðrþkÞ½Xn1; ð4:12Þ
where for Qðx1; x2;y; xmÞAQ½Xm here and after we shall use the symbol ‘‘Q½@m’’ to
denote the operator ‘‘Qð@x1 ; @x2 ;?; @xmÞ’’.
Before we proceed with the next result we should note that every polynomial
h½XnAHn may be written in the form
h½Xn ¼ Pð@n1ÞD½Xn ð4:13Þ
with PAQ½Xn1: This is an immediate consequence of the identity
@xnD½Xn ¼ 
Xn1
i¼1
@xiD½Xn; ð4:14Þ
which shows that derivations with respect to xn are not needed in the production of
harmonic polynomials.
Proposition 4.4. Every harmonic h½XnAHn may be written in the form
h½Xn ¼
Xn1
r¼0
ðxnÞrhr½Xn1; ð4:15Þ
where for a suitable polynomial PAQ½Xn1 we have
hr½Xn1 ¼ Pð@n1ÞDðrÞ½Xn1 ðfor r ¼ 0; 1;y; n  1Þ: ð4:16Þ
In particular, h½Xn is of maximum degree n  1 in xn if and only if
hn1½Xn1 ¼ Pð@n1ÞD½Xn1a0: ð4:17Þ
Proof. These identities follow by combining (4.13) with the expansion in
(4.4)(i). &
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Proposition 4.5. If
h½Xn1 ¼
Xm
r¼0
ð1Þrxrn1hr½Xn2 ð4:18Þ
with hr½Xn2AQ½Xn2 for r ¼ 0; 1;y; m; then
t0nh½Xn1 ¼ t0n1ho½Xn2 þ h½Xn1 
Xm
r¼1
ð1Þrxrnt0n1hr½Xn2: ð4:19Þ
Proof. Using (4.1) on (4.18) gives
t0n h½Xn1 ¼
Xm
r¼0
ð1Þrðxrnt0n1hr½Xn2 þ xrn1hr½Xn2Þ
¼  t0n1ho½Xn2 
Xm
r¼1
ð1Þr xrnt0n1hr½Xn2 þ
Xm
r¼0
ð1Þrxrn1hr½Xn2
and this is (4.19). &
The next result may be viewed as a ﬁrst step in the identiﬁcation of the kernel of t0n:
Proposition 4.6. A harmonic polynomial h½Xn1 is in the kernel of t0n if and only if
h½Xn1 ¼ t0n1ho½Xn2: ð4:20Þ
This given, it follows that
t0n1hr½Xn2 ¼ 0 ðfor r ¼ 1;yn  2Þ: ð4:21Þ
Proof. From Proposition 4.4 we derive that h½Xn1 may be written precisely in the
form given by (4.18) with m ¼ n  2: We can thus use Proposition 4.5 and conclude
that when t0nh½Xn1 ¼ 0 we must necessarily have
0 ¼ t0n1ho½Xn2 þ h½Xn1 
Xn2
r¼1
ð1Þrxrnt0n1hr½Xn2 ð4:22Þ
and (4.21) follows by setting xn ¼ 0: Conversely, suppose that (4.20) holds true, then
the harmonicity of h½xn1 givesXn1
i¼1
@xi h½xn1 ¼ 0:
Thus, since the operator
Pn1
i¼1 @xi commutes with t
0
n1; hitting (4.20) with
Pn1
i¼1 @xi
gives
t0n1h1½Xn2 ¼ 0:
But then all the relations in (4.21) follow from (4.4)(iii) by successive applications of
the operator
Pn1
i¼1 @xi : However the validity of (4.20) together with (4.21) yields
(4.22), and this, via (4.19), forces t0nh½Xn1 ¼ 0; completing the proof. &
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We are thus led to study the space of harmonics in Hn1 that can be written in the
form given in (4.20). To this end we have the following important auxiliary result.
Theorem 4.2. For given polynomial D denote by L@ ½D the linear span of derivatives of
D: Then a basis for L@ ½DðoÞ½Xn1 is given by the collection of polynomials
B0½Xn1 ¼ f@exDðrÞ½Xn1 geASUBn1
0prpn1
: ð4:23Þ
In particular we derive that
dimL@ ½DðoÞ½Xn1 ¼ n!: ð4:24Þ
Proof. Note that Theorem 4.1 implies in particular that L@ ½DðoÞ½Xn1 and
L@ ½D½Xn have the same dimension. Since
dimL@ ½D½Xn ¼ n!
(4.24) necessarily follows. Thus to obtain that Bo½Xn1 is a basis we need only show
that it is an independent set. To do this we proceed by contradiction. Suppose if
possible that we have a set of polynomials
Pr½Xn1 ¼
X
eASUBn1
ae;rx
e for 0prpn  1; ð4:25Þ
such thatXn1
r¼0
Pr½@n1DðrÞ½Xn1 ¼ 0: ð4:26Þ
Now let r1 be the ﬁrst r such that Pr½Xn1a0: This given, if we hit (4.26) by
Pn1
i¼1 @
k
xi
and use (4.7) we obtainXn1k
r¼r1
ð1Þk1ðr þ 1Þmk1Pr½@n1DðrþkÞ½Xn1 ¼ 0;
since
Pn1
i¼1 @
k
xi
DðrÞ½Xn1 ¼ 0 for r þ k4n  1: Now for k ¼ n  1 r1 this reduces to
Pr1 ½@n1Dðn1Þ½Xn1 ¼ 0: ð4:27Þ
Now our deﬁnition of DðrÞ½Xn1 gives Dðn1Þ½Xn1 ¼ D½Xn1 and since the collection
in (3.4) is a basis for L@ ½D½Xn1; we cannot have (4.27) with Pr1 ½Xn1a0: This
yields our contraddiction and completes the proof of the theorem. &
Remark 4.4. Although the following additional fact is not needed here we should
point out that the collection
Br0 ½Xn1 ¼ f@exDðrÞ½Xn1 geASUBn1
r0prpn1
ð4:28Þ
gives a basis for the subspace L@ ½DðroÞ½Xn1: In fact, the identical argument that
gives the independence of Bo½Xn1 gives also the independence of Br0 ½Xn1: The
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result then follows since it was shown in [3] that
dimL@ ½DðroÞ½Xn1pðn  roÞðn  1Þ!:
If we do not wish to use this inequality, the alternate path is to show that this
collection spans L@ ½DðroÞ½Xn1: This can be done as follows. By Theorem 4.2 we
know that every element of this space must have an expansion in terms of the basis in
(4.23). So it only remains to show that the terms with roro in (4.23) do not occur in
these expansions. But this follows immediately since every element ofL@ ½DðroÞ½Xn1
is killed by the operator
Pn
i¼1 @
nro
xi
while these unwanted elements are not.
We are ﬁnally in a position to give our proof of Theorem 0.3. Recall that it states:
Theorem 0.3. A polynomial h½Xn1AHn1 is in the kernel of t0n if and only if
h½Xn1 ¼ Q½@n1D½Xn1 ð4:29Þ
with QAQSn1:
Proof. Combining case (iv) of Proposition 1.5 with Proposition 3.2 we derive that
for every composition pACpn1 we have
t0nmp½@n1D½Xn1 ¼ 0:
This proves the sufﬁciency. Thus we need only show the necessity. The special cases
we worked out in Section 3 yield the validity of the theorem for n ¼ 2; 3; 4: We can
thus proceed by induction on n and assume that it is valid up to n  1:
Now, by (4.14), for some polynomial P½Xn2 we have
h½Xn1 ¼ P½@n2D½Xn1
and Proposition 4.6 gives
h½Xn1 ¼ t0n1P½@n2D½Xn1jxn1¼0 ¼ t0n1P½@n2Dð0Þ½Xn2:
Theorem 4.2 then implies that there is a unique set of polynomials
Pr½Xn2 ¼
X
eASUBn2
ae;rx
e ðfor r ¼ 1; 2;y; n  2Þ
giving
P½@n2Dð0Þ½Xn2 ¼
Xn2
r¼0
Pr½@n2DðrÞ½Xn2:
Thus we may write h½Xn1 in the form
h½Xn1 ¼
Xn2
r¼0
t0n1Pr½@n2DðrÞ½Xn2: ð4:30Þ
Let us suppose that for some 0proon  2 we have
Pro ½Xn2a0 and Pr½Xn2 ¼ 0 ðfor 0proroÞ
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so
h½Xn1 ¼
Xn2
r¼r0
t0n1Pr½@n2DðrÞ½Xn2: ð4:31Þ
It will be convenient here and after to set
DðkÞm ¼
Xm
i¼1
@kxi ;
this given, hitting (4.31) with D
ðkÞ
n1 the harmonicity of h½Xn1 gives
0 ¼
Xn2
r¼r0
D
ðkÞ
n1t
0
n1Pr½@n2DðrÞ½Xn2
¼
Xn2
r¼r0
t0n1Pr½@n2DðkÞn2DðrÞ½Xn2;
by ð4:7Þ ¼
Xn2
r¼r0
ð1Þk1ðr þ 1Þmk1t0n1Pr½@n2DðrþkÞ½Xn2:
For k ¼ n  2 ro this forces
t0n1Pr0 ½@n2Dðn2Þ½Xn2 ¼ 0:
Since Dðn2Þ½Xn2 ¼ D½Xn2; the induction hypothesis gives that
Pr0 ½@n2D½Xn2 ¼ Qr0 ½@n2D½Xn2
with Qr0 ½Xn2AQSn2: This implies that
Pr0 ½@n2 ¼ Qr0 ½@n2 þ
Xn2
i¼1
Ai½Xn2ei½Xn2
Thus
Pr0 ½@n2Dðr0Þ½Xn2 ¼Qr0 ½@n2Dðr0Þ½Xn2 þ
Xn2
i¼1
Ai½@n2ei½@n2Dðr0Þ½Xn2
by Remark 4:3 ¼Qr0 ½@n2Dðr0Þ½Xn2 þ
Xn2
i¼1
Ci;r0Ai½@n2Dðr0þiÞ½Xn2:
This gives
t0n1Pr0 ½@n2Dðr0Þ½Xn2 ¼ t0n1Qr0 ½@n2 Dðr0Þ½Xn2
þ
Xn2
i¼1
Ci;r0 t
0
n1Ai½@n2Dðr0þiÞ½Xn2: ð4:32Þ
Now note that we have
Dðr0Þ½Xn2 ¼ Cr0;n @x1@x2?@xn2Dðr0þ1Þ½Xn1
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with Cr0;n ¼ ðn  1Þ!=ðr0 þ 1Þ: Thus
t0n1Qr0 ½@n2Dðr0Þ½Xn2 ¼ ar0;nt0n1Qr0 ½@n2@x1@x2?@xn2Dðr0þ1Þ½Xn1
¼ ar0;nt0n1Qr0 ½@n2en2½@n2Dðr0þ1Þ½Xn1: ð4:33Þ
But
tn1Qr0 ½@n2en2½@n2Dðr0þ1Þ½Xn1
¼ t0n1Qr0 ½Xn2en2½Xn2
 ½@n1Dðr0þ1Þ½Xn1: ð4:34Þ
Now (3.20) and (ii) of Proposition 1.6 give that for a suitable A½Xn1AQ½Xn1 we
have
tn1Qr0 ½Xn2en2½Xn2 ¼ Qr0 ½Xn1en2½Xn1 þ A½Xn1 en1½Xn1:
Substituting this into (4.34) gives
t0n1Qr0 ½@n2en2½@n2Dðr0þ1Þ½Xn1
¼ ðQr0 ½@n1en2½@n1 þ A½@n1 en1½@n1ÞDðr0þ1Þ½Xn1:
Now it is easily veriﬁed that
en1½@n1ÞDðr0þ1Þ½Xn1 ¼ 0;
while for a suitable constant C we have
en2½@n1Dðr0þ1Þ½Xn1 ¼
0 if ro40;
CD½Xn1 if r0 ¼ 0:
(
Combining this result with (4.33) we ﬁnally obtain
t0n1Qr0 ½@n2Dðr0Þ½Xn1 ¼
0 if ro40;
C0Q0½@n1D½Xn1 if r0 ¼ 0:
(
ð4:35Þ
for possibly another constant C0:
Now suppose ﬁrst that ro ¼ 0: In this case, combining (4.35) with (4.32) and (4.31)
we derive that h½Xn1 may be rewritten in the form
h½Xn1 ¼ C0Q0½dn1D½Xn1 þ
Xn2
r¼1
t0n1P
0
r½@n2DðrÞ½Xn2
with a new set of polynomials
P0r½Xn2 ¼
X
eASUBn2
a0e;rx
e:
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We can now work with the difference
k½Xn1 ¼ h½Xn1  C0Q0½@n1D½Xn1 ¼
Xn2
r¼1
t0n1P
0
r½@n2DðrÞ½Xn2: ð4:36Þ
Applying the same reasoning to k½Xn1; we see that the ﬁrst alternative in (4.35) will
apply in this case and we will be able to rewrite k½Xn1 in the form
k½Xn1 ¼
Xn2
r¼2
t0n1P
00
r ½@n2DðrÞ½Xn2
with a second set of polynomials
P00r ½Xn2 ¼
X
eASUBn2
a00e;rx
e:
Clearly, we are in a position to repeat this process and reduce the expansion of
k½Xn1 to a single summand. To be precise, we ultimately obtain that for some
polynomial R½Xn2 we have
k½Xn1 ¼ t0n1R½@n2D½Xn2:
But now we can use the further determinantal identity
D½Xn2 ¼ 1ðn  2Þ! @x1@x1?@xn2D½Xn1
and obtain that
k½Xn1 ¼ 1ðn  2Þ! t
0
n1R½@n2@x1@x2?@xn2D½Xn1
¼ 1ðn  2Þ!ðtn1R½Xn2en2½Xn2Þ½@n1D½Xn1;
by Proposition 3:1 ¼ 1ðn  2Þ! ðEn1R½Xn2en2½Xn2Þ½@n1D½Xn1
¼Q1½@n1D½Xn1; ð4:37Þ
where for convenience we have set
Q1½Xn1 ¼ 1ðn  2Þ! ðEn1R½Xn2en2½Xn2Þ:
Combining (4.27) with (4.36) we ﬁnally derive that
h½Xn1 ¼ C0Q0½@n1D½Xn1 þ Q1½@n1D½Xn1:
Since Q1½Xn1 is quasi-symmetric this ﬁnal identity completes the induction and the
proof of the theorem. &
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5. The alternate proof of Theorem A
In this section we will use an alternate approach for establishing that
QSn is a free module over Ln:
We will prove this by showing that Theorem A is equivalent to Theorem 0.2 and
then proving Theorem 0.2. In the course of the derivation several results will be
proved that show that the algorithm in the introduction is forced by the structure of
the algebra of quasi-symmetric polynomials.
A few caveats concerning the contents of this section are necessary at this point.
To begin with, some of the constructs introduced in previous sections will be dealt
with here with a slightly different notation. The style and the tools used may be more
germane to contemporary commutative algebra literature than the algebraic
combinatorial literature of recent years. We hope that this lack of uniformity in
the paper will make its contents accessible to a wider audience.
Recall that if Xn is the alphabet x1;y; xn then we have the elementary symmetric
functions e1½Xn;y; en½Xn: If the alphabet is understood we will drop here the ½Xn:
We will also look upon Q½Xn as a module for e1;y; enþ1 with enþ1 acting by 0:
We denote by jn the map of Q½Xn onto Q½Xn1 given by jnðf Þðx1;y; xn1Þ ¼
f ðx1;y; xn1; 0Þ: We also recall the map En : QSn1-QSn given by
Enðm½p1;y;pk ½Xn1Þ ¼ m½p1;y;pk ½Xn: Then jnEnðf Þ ¼ f for fAQSn1 (see Proposi-
tion 1.5). We will also denote by p the natural projection of Q½Xn onto
Q½Xn=
P
eiQ½Xn:
We observe that we have an exact sequence of e1;y; enþ1 modules
0 - Q½Xnþ1 !enþ1 QSnþ1 !jnþ1 QSn - 0 :
Here the ﬁrst map is given by multiplication by enþ1 and enþ1 acts by 0 on the last
space.
If M is a vector space over Q that is a module for commuting operators e1;y; en
then we can form the Koszul complex of M as follows. We consider the free vector
space V over Q with basis e1;y; en: We set Crð½e1;y; en; MÞ ¼ M#4rV if
e1;y; en are understood we will just write CrðMÞ: We deﬁne the boundary operator
@ : CrðMÞ-Cr1ðMÞ by
@ðm#ej1
^
ej2
^
?
^
ejrÞ ¼
Xr
i¼1
ð1Þiþ1eji m#ej1
^
ej2
^
?
^
eˆji?
^
ejr
here (as is usual) the ‘‘hat’’ means remove. The rth homology of this complex will be
denoted Hrð½e1;y; en; MÞ or HrðMÞ if the ei are understood. In particular we have
H0ðMÞ ¼ M=
X
eiM;
H1ðMÞ ¼
X
mi#eij
X
eimi ¼ 0
n o.
@ðC2ðMÞÞ:
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As usual, QSn and Ln are graded by degree and we look upon QSn as a graded
Ln-module. The standard theory of the Koszul complex (cf. H. Matsumura,
Commutative Ring Theory, Cambridge, 1986, Theorem 16.5) implies
Lemma 5.1. The Ln-module QSn is free if and only if
H1ð½e1½Xn;y; en½Xn;QSnÞ ¼ 0:
We note that QS1 ¼ L1: We will now assume (until further notice) that we know
that QSm is free as a Lm module for all mpn: We will now embark on an inductive
proof of the freeness for QSnþ1: The exact sequence above leads to the long exact
sequence
H1ðQ½Xnþ1Þ-H1ðQSnþ1Þ-H1ð½e1½Xn;y; enþ1½Xn;QSnÞ-
-H0ðQ½Xnþ1Þ-H0ðQSnþ1Þ-H0ðQSnÞ-0:
We ﬁrst observe that the previous lemma and the fact that Q½Xnþ1 is a free Ln-
module implies that H1ðQ½Xnþ1Þ ¼ 0: We next calculate
H1ð½e1½Xn;y; enþ1½Xnþ1;QSnÞ
and the connecting homomorphism. We ﬁrst note that
H0ð½e1½Xn;y; enþ1½Xnþ1;QSnÞ ¼ H0ð½e1½Xn;y; en½Xn;QSnÞ:
We are assuming that QSn is a free Ln module and the lemma above imply that if
miAQSn and
P
ipnþ1 eimi ¼ 0 then (since enþ1mnþ1 ¼ 0) there exists
vA "
1piojpn
M#ei
^
ej
with @v ¼Pipn mi#ei: Thus modulo @C1ðQSnÞ every class in
H1ð½e1½Xn;y; enþ1½Xnþ1;QSnÞ
is represented by an element of the form m#enþ1: We note that if uiAQSn then we
have @
P
ionþ1 ui#ei
V
en ¼
P
ion eiui#en: We therefore see that
H1ð½e1½Xn;y; enþ1½Xnþ1;QSnÞ ¼ H0ðQSnÞ#enþ1:
We next calculate the connecting homomorphism. Let v ¼ m#enþ1 be a
representative of a class in H1ð½e1½Xn;y; enþ1½Xnþ1;QSnÞ: Then m ¼ jnþ1ðuÞ with
uAQSnþ1: We can take u ¼ Enþ1ðmÞ: Then the element enþ1Enþ1ðmÞ is in the image
of the map of Q½Xnþ1 to QSnþ1: Hence the connecting homomorphism is just
m#enþ1/pEnþ1ðmÞ: We therefore have the exact sequence
0-H1ðQSnþ1Þ-H0ðQSnÞ#enþ1-
-H0ðQ½Xnþ1Þ-H0ðQSnþ1Þ-H0ðQSnÞ-0
with the connecting homomorphism (which will be called d) as described. At this
point we have the following.
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Proposition 5.1. The map u/Enþ1ðuÞ þ
P
ipnþ1 ei Q½Xnþ1 from H0ðQSnÞ to
H0ðQ½Xnþ1Þ is well defined. Furthermore, QSnþ1 is a free Lnþ1-module if and only
if this map is injective. In addition, if it is free it is free on ðn þ 1Þ! generators.
Proof. If the map is injective then, since its kernel is H1ðQSnþ1Þ; H1ðQSnþ1Þ ¼ 0:
If H1ðQSnþ1Þ ¼ 0 then the map is injective. The last assertion is also clear
since dim H0ðQ½Xnþ1Þ ¼ ðn þ 1Þ! and if H1ðQSnþ1Þ ¼ 0 then dim H0ðQSnþ1Þ ¼
dim H0ðQ½Xnþ1Þ: &
Remark 5.1. The above exact sequence shows that our construction of the basis in
(0.9) is essentially the ‘‘only way’’ of getting such a basis. This observation will
become clearer in the proof of the next proposition.
We will now use Proposition 5.1 to establish a more direct relationship with the
chain of ideas in the previous sections. Recall that Hn denotes the space of Sn-
harmonic polynomials in Q½Xn:
Proposition 5.2. A necessary and sufficient condition for QSnþ1 to be a free module
over the ring of invariants for the symmetric group is that
dimðker p 3 Enþ1jenHnÞpðn  1Þ! ð5:1Þ
Proof. If we apply the above exact sequence to the case of n then we see that since we
are assuming that H1ðQSnÞ ¼ 0 we have the exact sequence
0-H0ðQSn1Þ#en-H0ðQ½XnÞ-H0ðQSnÞ-H0ðQSn1Þ-0:
We note that this implies that the dimension of the kernel of the map
H0ðQ½XnÞ-H0ðQSnÞ induced by multiplication by en is ðn  1Þ! and that
there is a subspace, Wn; of the Sn harmonic polynomials in Q½Xn such that enWn
projects bijectively onto the image Vn of H0ðQ½XnÞ: It also implies that if
apply p 3 En to QSn1 we get a subspace of H0ðQSnÞ complementary to the
image of H0ðQ½XnÞ: Let Gn denote this subspace. Then H0ðQSnÞ ¼ Gn"Vn: Then
we assert that p 3 Enþ1ðGnÞ-p 3 Enþ1ðenQ½XnÞ ¼ ð0Þ: Indeed, let f be in that
intersection. Then since it is in p 3 Enþ1ðVnÞ we see that if g is a representative then
jn 3 jnþ1ðgÞ ¼ 0: But since it is in p 3 Enþ1ðGnÞ it has a representative of the form
Enþ1 3 EnðhÞ with h in QSn1: But jn 3 jnþ1ðEnþ1 3 EnðhÞÞ ¼ h: This proves the
assertion. If H1ðQSnþ1Þ ¼ 0 the dimension of the image of enQ½Xn under p 3 Enþ1 is
at least ðnÞ! ðn  1Þ!: Suppose it is greater. This implies that p 3 Enþ1ðQSnÞ has
dimension d4ðnÞ!: Applying jnþ1 we see that dim H0ðQSnÞXd4n!: But we are
assuming that QSn is free as a Ln module. This implies that it must have n!
generators as a free Ln-module. Thus if QSnþ1 is free as a Ln module then the map
p 3 Enþ1 restricted to enQ½Xn has an ðn  1Þ! dimensional kernel. This certainly
proves the necessity.
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We now prove the sufﬁciency. If H1ðQSnþ1Þa0 then dim Im p 3 Enþ1ðQSnÞon!:
Since Gn-enQ½Xn ¼ ð0Þ we see that
ðGn"enHnÞ þ
X
i
eiQSn ¼ QSn:
This implies that dim p 3 gn1ðQSn1Þ ¼ ðn  2Þ!þ dim p 3 gn1ðen1;n1Hn1Þ:
Now assuming the upper bound in 5.1 for the dimension of the kernel we see that
dim p 3 Enþ1ðQSnÞXðn  1Þ!þ n! dim ker p 3 Enþ1jenHnXn!:
This contradiction implies the sufﬁciency. &
As in the introduction we deﬁne
tn ¼
Xn
i¼1
ði; i þ 1;y; nÞ and t0n ¼
Xn
i¼1
ð1Þniði; i þ 1;y; nÞ:
The basic role (for our purposes) of these elements of the group algebra of Sn is that
if fAQ½Xn then (Proposition 3.1)
Enenf ¼ tnenf :
This implies that
dim ker p 3 Enþ1jHn ¼ dim kerðf/ptnþ1enf Þ
the latter being considered as a map from Hn to Q½Xnþ1=
P
eiQ½Xnþ1:
The Vandermonde determinant (or discriminant) in Xn; that is
Q
1ioiojpn ðxi 
xjÞ; will be denoted here Dn: If fAQ½Xn then we shall set here
@ðf Þ ¼ f ð@x1 ;y; @xnÞ:
We recall that we have fA
P
ipn eiQ½Xn if and only if @ðf ÞDn ¼ 0: With this
notation in mind we see that the condition of Proposition 5.2 is
dim kerðf-@ðtnþ1ðenf ÞÞDnþ1Þpðn  1Þ!
where the above map is considered to be a map of Hn1 to Hn: We recall that we have
@ðenÞDnþ1 ¼ ðn þ 1Þ!Dn:
This yields the identity (see the proof of Proposition 3.2)
@ðtnþ1ðenf ÞÞDnþ1Þ ¼ ðn þ 1Þ!t0nþ1ð@ðf ÞDnÞ
for fAQ½Xn: Finally we note that @ðHnÞDn ¼ Hn: Putting this together we see that
Proposition 5.2 can be refomulated as
Proposition 5.3. A necessary and sufficient condition that QSnþ1 be a free module over
Lnþ1 is that
dim ker tnþ10jHnpðn  1Þ!:
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As in Section 4, we introduce the differential operators D
ðjÞ
n ¼
P
1pkpn @xj
k
; we will
write DðjÞ if we are differentiating all of the variables. We have
Lemma 5.2. We have fAker t0nþ1jHn if and only if f ¼ exnD
ð1Þ
n1f with fAQ½Xn1
satisfying the conditions
ð1Þ ðt0n þ exnD
ð1Þ
n1Þ f ¼ 0;
ð2Þ ðDðjÞ þ ðDð1ÞÞjÞf ¼ 0 for jX2:
Proof. Let fAQ½Xn be such that Dð1Þf ¼ 0: We write f ¼
P
fjx
j
n with fjAQ½Xn1:
Then the condition that Dð1Þf ¼ 0 means that
Dð1Þfj ¼ ðj þ 1Þfjþ1:
Thus if we set f ¼ f0 then f ¼ exnD
ð1Þ
n1f: The converse is also easily checked, that is if
f is given as exnD
ð1Þ
n1f then Dð1Þf ¼ 0: We are now ready to prove the lemma. We
note that
t0nþ1e
xnDð1Þn1f ¼ exnDð1Þn1f exnþ1Dð1Þn t0nf:
Thus if f ¼ exnDð1Þn1f is such that t0nþ1f ¼ 0; comparing coefﬁcients the powers of
xnþ1; we get
0 ¼ exnDð1Þn1f t0nf:
Thus f ¼ exnDð1Þn1f satisﬁes t0nþ1f ¼ 0 if and only if condition (1) is satisﬁed. We next
look at the condition that f is harmonic. We note that
DðjÞexnD
ð1Þ
n1f ¼ exnDð1Þn1ððDðjÞ þ ðDð1ÞÞjÞfÞ:
Thus f ¼ exnDð1Þn1f is harmonic if and only if condition (2) is satisﬁed.
We are ﬁnally ready to complete the induction that has been weighing on us
throughout this section. That is to say we will now prove dim ker tnþ10jHnpðn  1Þ!:
We ﬁrst observe that one can check that this is true directly and without much
difﬁculty for np2: We also recall that we are assuming that QSm is free as a Lm
module for all mpn:
Let V denote the space of a f satisfying the two conditions of Lemma 5.2. Let Vj
denote the subspace of V consisting of those elements fAV such that ðDð1ÞÞjf ¼ 0:
We write cn1 ¼ dim kerðt0n  IÞjHn1 : We prove by induction on j that dim Vjp
ðj  1Þðn  2Þ!þ cn1: We ﬁrst look at V1: Then if fAV1 we have fAHn1 and
t0nf ¼ f:
Then dim V1 ¼ cn1: Now consider fAV2 then
t0nfþ f xn Dð1Þf ¼ 0:
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If f ¼PjX0 fjxjn1 with fjAQ½Xn2 then we have
fþ
X
jX0
t0n1ðfjÞxjn þ f xn Dð1Þf ¼ 0:
Thus
t0n1f0 ¼ 0 and Dð1Þf ¼ t0n1f1:
Thus we have Dð1ÞfAHn1 and t0nD
ð1Þf ¼ 0: This implies by the inductive hypothesis
that dim Dð1ÞV2pðn  2Þ!: Since ker Dð1ÞjV2 ¼ V1 we see that dim V2pðn  2Þ!þ cn1:
Suppose that we have shown that
dim Vjpðj  1Þðn  2Þ!þ cn1:
Let us consider a ¼ ðDð1ÞÞjf with fAVjþ1: If we write f ¼
P
j fjx
j
n1 (as usual) and
write out condition (1) above we have
t0n1ðfjÞ ¼7ðDð1ÞÞjf ¼7a:
Thus aAker t0njHn1 : Thus dimðDð1ÞÞ
j
Vjþ1pðn  2Þ!: Now ker ðDð1ÞÞjjVjþ1 ¼ Vj : Hence
dim Vjþ1pdim Vj þ ðn  2Þ!:
Thus to complete the proof we must show that cn1pðn  2Þ!: This will be proved
by an argument analogous to the one above. If xAQ½Xn2 and if f ¼ exn1D
ð1Þ
n2x then
fAker ðt0n  IÞjHn1 if and only if x satisﬁes the two conditions
(a) t0n1 x ¼ 0;
(b) ðDðjÞ þ ðDð1ÞÞjÞx ¼ 0:
Let W be the space of those elements x of Q½Xn2 that satisfy (a) and (b). Let
Wj ¼ ffAW jðDð1ÞÞjf ¼ 0g: We now show that dim Wjpjðn  3Þ! by induction
on j: This will complete the proof since Wn2 ¼ W : We have W1 ¼ ker t0n1jHn2 ;
so dim W1 ¼ ðn  3Þ! by the inductive hypothesis. Now ðDð1ÞÞjWjþ1CW1 and
ker ðDð1ÞÞjjWjþ1 ¼ Wj: Thus dim Wjþ1pdim Wj þ ðn  3Þ!:
The proof is complete. &
6. Final remarks and identities
It should be apparent at this point that our algorithm for constructing Ln-module
bases for QSn follows closely the recursion satisﬁed by the numerator of its Hilbert
series. Namely
PnðqÞ ¼ Pn1ðqÞ þ qnð½nq! Pn1ðqÞÞ: ð6:1Þ
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Now it happens that there is a very intriguing further recursion satisﬁed by the
polynomial PnðqÞ which we have been unable to translate into an alternate algorithm
for proving the freeness of QSn: We shall present here since it may be conducive to
further ﬁndings concerning this remarkable algebra. More precisely we have the
following result.
Theorem 6.1. The expression
QnðqÞ ¼
½n þ 1q! PnðqÞ
½nq
ð6:2Þ
yields a polynomial in N½q: In fact, the pair PnðqÞ; QnðqÞ satisfies the following
recursions:
ðaÞ PnðqÞ ¼ Pn1ðqÞ þ qn½n  1qQn1ðqÞ;
ðbÞ QnðqÞ ¼ qPn1ðqÞ þ ½n  1qQn1ðqÞ; ð6:3Þ
with initial conditions P1ðqÞ ¼ 1 and Q1ðqÞ ¼ q: In particular we derive that
PnðqÞ ¼ Pn1ðqÞ þ qnþ1
Xn
r¼2
½n  1q?½n  r þ 1qPnrðqÞ: ð6:4Þ
Proof. Substituting (6.1) into (6.2) gives
QnðqÞ ¼ 1½nq
ð½n þ 1q! Pn1ðqÞ  qn½nq!þ qnPn1ðqÞÞ
¼ 1½nq
ð½nq½nq! ð1 qnÞPn1ðqÞÞ
¼ ½nq! ð1 qÞPn1ðqÞ
¼ ½nq! Pn1ðqÞ þ qPn1ðqÞ; ðby ð6:2Þ for n-n  1Þ
¼ ½n  1qQn1ðqÞ þ qPn1ðqÞ:
This proves (6.3)(b). Clearly, (6.3)(a) is obtained by combining (6.1) with (6.2) for
n-n  1: We have seen in 1.9 that P1ðqÞ ¼ 1 and then (6.2) for n ¼ 1 gives Q1ðqÞ ¼
q: The identity in (6.4) is obtained by combining (6.3)(a) with recursive applications
of (6.3)(b). &
Remark 6.1. The recursion in (6.4) suggests the existence of a very special Ln-basis
for QSn consisting of a Ln1-basis for QSn1 followed by certain Artin monomials
multiplying en times Lnr-bases for QSnr: Such a basis might be found if we could
only ﬁnd a setting that explains why the ratio in (6.2) turns out to be polynomial with
non-negative integer coefﬁcients.
In the context of special bases we should mention that a substantial part of our
computer data was obtained using the conjectured Ln-basis of Bergeron–Reutenauer
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[4]. Assuming the validity of their conjecture we were able to carry out computer
explorations of a size that appeared forbidding by any other means. The
construction of the Bergeron–Reutenauer basis may be obtained by a process which
closely follows the construction of the polynomials P½Xn deﬁned in (1.11) and (1.12)
with Artin monomials replaced by ‘‘descent monomials’’.
Let us recall that for a given permutation s ¼ ðs1; s2;y; snÞ we deﬁne the descent
monomial ds½Xn corresponding to s by setting
ds½Xn ¼
Y
1pipn1
si4siþ1
xs1xs2?xsi : ð6:5Þ
For convenience let us set
rds½Xn ¼
Y
1pipn1
si4siþ1
xnþ1s1xnþ1s2?xnþ1si
and call it a ‘‘reversed ’’ descent monomial. This given let
DM½Xn ¼
X
sASn
rds½Xn ð6:6Þ
and recursively deﬁne the sequence of polynomials X½Xn by setting
ð1Þ X½X1 ¼ 1;
ð2Þ X½Xn ¼ X½Xn1 þ x1x2?xnðDM½Xn  X½Xn1Þ: ð6:7Þ
It develops that there is a complete analogue of Proposition 1.2. More precisely,
setting
Sn ¼ fp : xp is a summand in X½Xng; ð6:8Þ
we have
Proposition 6.1.
(a) Each X½Xn is a sum of n! distinct monomials each of which is a summand in
DM½Xnþ1:
(b) The compositions in Sn have length pn:
(c)
P
pASn q
jpj ¼ PnðqÞ:
Proof. It is easily seen that multiplication by x1; x2;y; xn of a reversed descent
monomial in DM½Xn yields a reversed descent monomial in DM½Xnþ1: Thus if we
inductively assume (a) and (b) to be true for n  1 the recursions in (6.7) will assure
them to be true for n: It is well known that we haveX
sASn
qmajðsÞ ¼ ½nq!
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where ‘‘majðsÞ’’ denotes the major index of s: Since degreeðds½XnÞ ¼ majðsÞ; setting
all the variables xi equal to q in (6.7)(2) yields the recursion
X
pASn
qjpj ¼
X
pASn1
qjpj þ qn ½nq!
X
pASn1
qjpj
 !
:
This proves that both sides of (c) satisfy the same recursion. Since both sides satisfy
the same initial conditions the identity in (c) must hold true for all n: This completes
our proof. &
F. Bergeron and C. Reutenauer conjectured that the collection
Bn ¼ fmp½XngpASn ð6:9Þ
is a Ln-basis for QSn: Note that if we set
DZn ¼ fp : xp is a monomial in DM½Xn  X½Xn1g
then the collection in (6.9) may be written in the form
Bn ¼ fmp½XngpASn1,fen½XnxpgpADZn ; ð6:10Þ
which is completely analogous to the bases constructed in the proof of Theorem 2.1.
Now we conjecture that the collection
An ¼ fmp½XngpASn1,fxpgpADZn ð6:11Þ
is itself a Ln-basis for Q½Xn: We have extensive data in support of this conjecture. In
particular, computer explorations based on its validity, predicted a variety of facts
which eventually led us to the proof of Theorem 0.3.
Remark 6.2. It was shown in [6] that the collection of descent monomials
fds½XngsASn is a basis for the quotient Q½Xn=ðe1; e2;y; enÞ: Since this quotient is
Sn-invariant, the same will be true for the collection of reversed descent monomials.
In going from frds½XngsASn to An we see from (6.7) (2) that we have replaced
the monomials in DM½Xn that are in fxpgpASn1 by the quasi-monomials
in fmp½XngpASn1 : If this replacement caused no loss of independence modulo
ðe1; e2;y; enÞ; then An would necessarily be a Ln-basis for Q½Xn and it would then
follow that Bn is a Ln-basis for QSn: The same conclusions can be drawn if An is
shown to span the quotient Q½Xn=ðe1; e2;y; enÞ: Thus a direct proof of the
independence or the spanning property of An not only would provide a further
proof of the freeness of QSn but it would as well establish the Bergeron–Reutenauer
conjecture about Bn:
We should also mention that our quest for a proof of Theorem 0.2 led us to a most
surprising fact concerning the action of the group algebra element t0n: In fact, some
of the identities proved in Section 4 yield the following result.
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Theorem 6.2. The Hilbert series FKnðqÞ of the kernel of t0n as a map from Q½Xn1 into
Q½Xn satisfies the following recursion:
FKnðqÞ þ FKn1ðqÞ ¼
1
ð1 qÞn2 ð6:12Þ
with initial condition FK2ðqÞ ¼ 1: In particular it follows that
FKnðqÞ ¼ EðnÞ þ
Xn2
r¼1
Eðn  rÞ qð1 qÞr ð6:13Þ
with EðmÞ ¼ 1 m mod 2:
Proof. From Propositions 4.2 and 4.5 it follows that a polynomial h½Xn1AQ½Xn1
is in the kernel of t0n if and only if
h½Xn1 ¼ t0n1 ho½Xn2 ð6:14Þ
with
ho½Xn2AQ½Xn2: ð6:15Þ
Indeed, any polynomial h½Xn1 of degree m in xn1 may be written in the form given
by (4.18) that is
h½Xn1 ¼
Xm
r¼0
ð1Þrxrn1hr½Xn2:
If t0n h½Xn1 ¼ 0 formula (4.19) (for xn ¼ 0) gives (6.14) with (6.15). Conversely, if
(6.14) and (6.15) hold true then (4.2)(a) of Proposition 4.2 gives t0n h½Xn1 ¼ 0: In
other words the kernel of t0n is the range of t
0
n1: Since the Hilbert series of the co-
kernel and the range of t0n1 on Q½Xn2 are the same we must necessarily have
FKnðqÞ ¼
1
ð1 qÞn2  FKn1ðqÞ: ð6:16Þ
This proves (6.12). Now (6.13) is trivially true for n ¼ 2 because the only elements of
Q½X1 that are killed by t02 are the constants. We can thus proceed by induction and
assume (6.13) true for n  1; and (6.16) gives
FKnðqÞ ¼
1
ð1 qÞn2  Eðn  1Þ 
Xn3
r¼1
Eðn  1 rÞ qð1 qÞr: ð6:17Þ
Since for nX3 we have
1
ð1 qÞn2 ¼ 1þ
q
1 q þ
q
ð1 qÞ2 þ?þ
q
ð1 qÞn2
and substituting this into (6.17) gives
FKnðqÞ ¼ 1 Eðn  1Þ þ
Xn3
r¼1
ð1 Eðn  1 rÞÞ qð1 qÞr þ
q
ð1 qÞn2:
This is just another way of writing (6.13) completing the proof of the theorem. &
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What is surprising about the relation in (6.12) is that it yields the simplest
mechanism for producing the polynomials PnðqÞ: More precisely (6.12) implies
Theorem 6.3.
FKnþ2ðqÞ ¼
q
nþ1
2
 
Pnð1=qÞ
ð1 qÞð1 q2Þ?ð1 qnÞ: ð6:18Þ
Proof. For convenience set
FKnþ2ðqÞ ¼
GnðqÞ
ð1 qÞð1 q2Þ?ð1 qnÞ;
and (6.12) becomes
GnðqÞ
ð1 qÞð1 q2Þ?ð1 qnÞ þ
Gn1ðqÞ
ð1 qÞð1 q2Þ?ð1 qn1Þ ¼
1
ð1 qÞn:
Making the replacement q-1=q we may thus rewrite this in the form
ð1ÞnGnð1=qÞ q
nþ1
2
 
ð1 qÞð1 q2Þ?ð1 qnÞ þ
Gn1ð1=qÞð1Þn1q
n
2ð Þ
ð1 qÞð1 q2Þ?ð1 qn1Þ ¼
ð1Þnqn
ð1 qÞn:
Multiplying both sides by ð1 qÞð1 q2Þ?ð1 qnÞ converts this to
Gnð1=qÞq
nþ1
2
 
¼ð1 qnÞGn1ð1=qÞq
n
2ð Þ þ qn½nq!:
¼Gn1ð1=qÞq
n
2ð Þ þ qnð½nq! Gn1ð1=qÞq
n
2ð ÞÞ; ð6:19Þ
which we can easily recognize to be the recursion satisﬁed by PnðqÞ: Note that for
n ¼ 3 formula (6.13) gives
FK3ðqÞ ¼
q
1 q ¼
G1ðqÞ
1 q:
Therefore
q
1þ1
2
 
G1ð1=qÞ ¼ 1 ¼ P1ðqÞ:
Combining this with (6.19) yields the equality
q
nþ1
2
 
Gnð1=qÞ ¼ PnðqÞ; ð6:20Þ
completing the proof of the theorem. &
The reappearance of PnðqÞ in this further context begs for an explanation.
Comparing formula (3.10) with the equality
FKnðqÞ ¼
q
n1
2
 
Pn2ð1=qÞ
ð1 qÞð1 q2Þ?ð1 qn2Þ
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suggests using the freeness of Q½Xn1 over Ln1 to relate the kernel of t0n on Hn1 to
the kernel of t0n on Q½Xn1: However, we found this path fraught with technical
difﬁculties.
The group algebra elements tn and t0n have appeared in previous literature. Indeed,
denoting by L the left regular representation of Sn; it was shown in [10] that the
matrix LðtnÞ is diagonable with eigenvalues
0; 1; 2;y; n  2; n: ð6:21Þ
It was later shown by Diaconis et al. [5] (see also [7]) that the multiplicity of i in LðtnÞ
is equal to the number of permutations with i ﬁxed points, beautifully explaining the
absence of n  1 in (6.21). In [5] Diaconis et al. imbed a conjugate of tn as the ﬁrst
member of a one-parameter family Ba of group algebra elements naturally arising in
a card shufﬂing context. This yielded them an explicit formula for all the successive
powers of tn and a number of interesting identities. It develops that these identities
and further ones can be established in a very simple, elementary way. We will end
this writing with a brief presentation of this further development.
If a and b are two words in an alphabet A; we denote by ‘‘a,,b’’ the formal sum
of all the words that can be obtained by shufﬂing a and b as it is done with two decks
of cards. This given, let us set for 1papn:
Ba ¼
X
aASa
a,,ba;n; ð6:22Þ
where a permutation aASa is viewed here as a word in the alphabet f1; 2;y; ag and
bk;n denotes the word ða þ 1Þða þ 2Þ?ðnÞ: It is easy to see that the right-hand side of
(6.22) is none other than the sum of all the permutations of Sn with a þ 1; a þ 2;yn
occurring in their natural order. It is also seen that B1 reduces to the sum of cycles:
B1 ¼
Xn
i¼1
ð1; 2;y; iÞ:
This implies that tn and B1 are conjugate elements of the group algebra of Sn: To be
precise
tn ¼ sðnÞB1sðnÞ ð6:23Þ
with sðnÞ being the top element of Sn:
Interpreting all the Ba’s as elements of the group algebra of Sn we have the
following basic identities.
Proposition 6.1. For 1papn  1
B1 Ba ¼ aBa þ Baþ1; ð6:24Þ
thus
Ba ¼ B1ðB1  IÞðB1  2IÞ?ðB1  ða  1ÞIÞ; ð6:25Þ
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where I represents the identity permutation. This in turn gives
Bk1 ¼
Xk
r¼1
Sk;a Ba; ð6:26Þ
where Sk;a as customary denotes the Stirling number of the second kind. We also have
Ba  Bb ¼
Xaþb
r¼a3b
a
r  b
 !
b
r  a
 !
ða þ b  rÞ!Br: ð6:27Þ
Proof. The identity in (6.24) can be obtained by grouping the permutations s
occurring in Ba according to the value of s1: Clearly s1 can only take the values
1; 2;y; a þ 1: Each of the groups where 1ps1pa yields a term Ba upon
multiplication by B1 and the group where s1 ¼ a þ 1 is easily seen to give the term
Baþ1: This given, we can rewrite (6.24) in the form
Baþ1 ¼ ðB1  aIÞBa
and (6.25) then follows by iteration. Formulas (6.26) and (6.27) are immediate
consequences of the classical identities (see [8, V. I, p. 35])
xk ¼
Xk
a¼1
Sk;axðx  1Þðx  2Þ?ðx  a þ 1Þ;
ðxÞka  ðxÞkb ¼
Xaþb
r¼a3b
a
r  b
 !
b
r  a
 !
ða þ b  rÞ!ðxÞkr;
where for convenience we have set
ðxÞkk ¼ xðx  1Þðx  2Þ?ðx  k þ 1Þ: &
Remark 6.3. We should note that formula (6.25) already implies that tn; as a group
algebra element, is diagonable with eigenvalues a subset of the integers in (6.21).
Indeed, since both Bn1 and Bn reduce to the sum of all the permutations of Sn;
formula (6.24) for a ¼ n  1 may be rewritten as
B1Bn1 ¼ nBn1
and from (6.25) with a ¼ n  1 we get that
B1ðB1  IÞðB1  2IÞ?ðB1  ðn  2ÞIÞðB1  n IÞ ¼ 0:
This implies the diagonability of B1: The diagonability of tn then follows from (6.23).
To get a more precise information about the multiplicities of the eigenvalues we may
follow the argument given in [5]. This is based on the following identity of Diaconis
et al. which can be obtained here as corollary of (6.26).
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Proposition 6.3.
Bk1 ¼
Xn
i¼1
ik
1
i!
Xn
a¼i
ð1Þai
ða  iÞ! Ba ðfor 1pkpnÞ: ð6:28Þ
Proof. It is well known that the Stirling numbers of the second kind may be
expressed in the form
Sk;a ¼ k!
a!
ðet  1Þajtk :
Substituting this into (6.26) gives
Bk1 ¼
Xk
a¼1
Ba
k!
a!
ðet  1Þajtk ; ð6:29Þ
However, note that since for a4k we clearly have
k!
a!
ðet  1Þajtk ¼ 0
we may rewrite (6.29) in the form
Bk1 ¼
Xn
a¼1
Ba
k!
a!
ðet  1Þajtk
¼
Xn
a¼1
Ba
k!
a!
Xa
i¼0
a
i
 !
eitð1Þaijtk
¼
Xn
a¼1
Ba
k!
a!
Xa
i¼0
a
i
 !
ik
k!
ð1Þai
¼
Xn
a¼1
Ba
Xa
i¼1
ik
i!ða  iÞ! ð1Þ
ai
and (6.28) is obtained by changing the order of summation. &
It is easily shown that the operators
Ei ¼ 1
i!
Xn
a¼i
ð1Þai
ða  iÞ! Ba
do sum to the identity. Moreover it follows from (6.28) that they are the orthogonal
projections onto the eigenspaces of B1: Denoting by L the left regular representation
of Sn; it follows from this that the multiplicity of i in the matrix LðB1Þ is given by the
trace of LðEiÞ: Now we have
trace LðEiÞ ¼ 1
i!
Xn
a¼i
ð1Þai
ða  iÞ! trace LðBaÞ
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and since the left regular represenation has trace zero except at the identity this
formula reduces to
trace LðEiÞ ¼ 1
i!
Xn
a¼i
ð1Þai
ða  iÞ! n!
¼ n!
i!
Xni
a¼0
1
a!
ð1Þa
¼ n
i
 !
ðn  iÞ!
Xni
a¼0
1
a!
ð1Þa ¼ n
i
 !
Dni;
where Dm denotes the number of ﬁxed-point-free permutations of Sm: The desired
conclusion concerning multiplicities follows since the number of permutation of Sn
with i ﬁxed points is precisely equal to n
i
 
Dni:
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